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N’div Lev
Generosity of the Heart

The Heart of Giving

second word, lev, means “heart.”

Dorothy Richman

What does the text here mean by
the “heart”? Is it a figure of speech,
like the many English expressions
using heart: “heart of the matter”
or “eat your heart out”? Rashi, the
11th-century French commentator,
suggests, “Because it is his heart that
prompts him to generosity.” Perhaps,
the heart here is meant to signify
something visceral and core — a gift
from the heart is not given because
of utilitarian pressure or strategy;
rather, it is associated with an internal desire to give. In his book Love
and Joy, Muffs shows that love and
joy are metaphors used in Ancient
Near Eastern legal language to signify
willingness and spontaneity. What
matters in giving generously seems
to be less about the gift and more
about the way it is given — freely
and with full volition.

“What do you get for the God who
has EVERYTHING?” thundered
professor Yochanan Muffs. We were
students in his Bible class at the
Jewish Theological Seminary, and
we were baffled by the question.
What gift could we give God?
Doesn’t God, by definition, already
have the whole world in Her hands?
In Exodus 25:2, God speaks to Moses,
“Take from among you gifts to the
LORD; everyone whose heart so
moves them (yidveinu libo) shall
bring gifts for the LORD: gold, silver,
and copper.”
The phrase, a variation of “n’div lev,”
“generosity of the heart,” is used
here in the Torah for people giving
to God, and it is often translated as
giving generously. In English, the
word for generosity comes from the
Old French genereux, from genus,
meaning “kin,” “clan,” or “race,”
implying that to be generous
was not to give but rather to come
from a good family or to belong to
nobility. It wasn’t until the 18th
century that generosity began to be
applied to positive behaviors associated with nobility: abundant giving.
The Hebrew term works differently:
It isn’t who you are but how you
live. N’div lev requires two words
to conjure open-hearted giving —
literally bringing the body into
the equation. N’div comes from
the root for volition. Aaron’s son
Nadav, known for flinging himself into a strange fire, highlights
the sense of this term as an emphatic, leaping willingness. The
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According to Professor Muffs, we
can give God only the true desire
to give something. All we give is the
way we give. No matter what we are
giving materially, we are really
giving our hearts — our desire
to contribute, to serve, to share
from the gifts we have received.
We find a similar teaching in a
comment on Exodus 25:2 by the
19th-century rabbi Moshe Sofer,
who is known as the Hatam Sofer
after his best-known work: “But one
who doesn’t give with a full heart, it
is as if they didn’t give anything,
because everything is already the
Blessed One’s.” When we give to
God, we are essentially re-gifting.
Though an expert in Jewish law,
the Hatam Sofer isn’t making a legal
continued on next page
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distinction here — gifts given to tzedakah still “count.” But I understand
him to be emphasizing, from a philosophical view, that at the level of God’s
truth, since everything already belongs
to God, our only possible offering is the
clarity and intensity of our intention.
Recently, at a dinner party, I wondered
aloud about what giving from the heart
might mean in gifts given between people.
I asked the guests about the best gift
they had ever received. To a person,
what had mattered most about the gift
had not been its expense. One friend
mentioned that her favorite anniversary
gift had been her partner’s surprising
her with a temporary “I love you” tattoo
on their infant’s tush, which she found
as she changed the baby’s diaper. For
everyone, the best gift had nothing to
do with its monetary value and everything to do with how the gift made
them feel valued.
Dorothy Richman serves as the rabbi of
Makor Or: A Center for Jewish Meditation
in San Francisco and is a founding faculty
member of the new Romemu Yeshiva in
New York City. Richman recently released
“Something of Mine,” an album of original
songs largely based on texts from the Jewish
tradition, available on Bandcamp. She can be
reached at dorothyrichman.com.

What Prompts Us to Give?
Balancing Head & Heart
Andrés Spokoiny
Ask most people what motivates
philanthropy and they’ll probably
say, “generosity.” But generosity
isn’t simple. People give charity for
many and overlapping reasons: tax
advantages, social pressure (my friend
asked me), ego (I want my name on a
building), enlightened self-interest (I
know a society that helps the powerless
will be more prosperous and stable than
a purely greedy society), admiration for
particular leaders or institutions, outrage
at injustice, empathy for people who are
suffering, passion for culture, religious
conviction, gratitude and a desire to
give back, or countless other reasons.
Which motivations drive us — or
rather, since competing motivations
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sometimes drive us in opposite directions,
which motivations drive us most
dominantly — can make a significant
impact on how much we give, what
causes we choose, what grantees foundations choose to support, how we
structure or limit our grants, and every
other aspect of our philanthropy. So, it’s
worth asking ourselves: What thoughts
and emotions are really prompting me
to give?
Not everyone is eager to engage in the
emotional aspects of this question.
The “effective altruism” movement, for
example, downplays emotion, treating
philanthropy as a science and choosing
causes and programs exclusively by
asking empirical questions. According
to EffectiveAltruism.org, worthy causes
are problems that are objectively “great
in scale…, highly neglected…, and
highly solvable.” The same website
lists malaria and parasitic worms
as examples of causes that fit these
criteria. Such determinations are
made based on evidence and reason.
The generosity of John D. Rockefeller
— who invented the modern field of
philanthropy — shares that ethos of reason, and sits in stark contrast to ancient
traditions of charity that focused less on
effective change and more on fulfilling
the religious obligation to give, regardless
of results. Rockefeller was quite religious in his motivations, but he wasn’t
satisfied with simply giving to alleviate needs; he wanted to address the root
causes of those needs. So, he brought
organizational experts into his foundation in order to run it with the rigor of
a business. Rather than giving only to
treat those already sick, for example, he
dedicated vast resources to new medical and scientific research that might
prevent illnesses or create new cures.
Philanthropists (i.e., those who give systematically to solve the conditions that
create need) consider themselves more
effective at doing good than mere charitable donors (i.e., those who give
reactively to address needs). While both
types of giver respond to emotional
cues, philanthropists are more systematic and strategic in their responses.
Effective altruism goes even further,
extending that cold light of reason not
only to the means but to the ends. Or, I
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should say, it pretends to do so, because
reason can never create goals, much less
values. Effective altruism claims to be
purely logical by taking for granted a
certain (quite radical) set of values —
materialism, utilitarianism, and
extremist universalism — the idea that
our responsibilities (though only for
material needs) extend to everyone,
everywhere, equally. (This claim of
equal responsibility is much more
radical than asserting equality.) But those
are premises, not conclusions, and they
appeal only to those attuned to them
intellectually, culturally, and emotionally.

“An alternative to effective altruism
... is ‘strategic philanthropy,’ in which
we choose our causes with our hearts
and then use our brains to pursue
them in the most effective ways.”
An alternative to effective altruism, one
more diverse in its values, is “strategic
philanthropy,” in which we choose our
causes with our hearts and then use our
brains to pursue them in the most effective ways. This is the contemporary heir
to the Rockefeller philanthropic model,
and the most professionally-oriented,
well-staffed foundations pursue it; all
details of grants and programs are
controlled by foundation professionals
acting based on the guidance of dispassionate research, evaluation, and analysis,
but their work serves overall missions
and visions that are derived from the
values and passions of the founders.
And yet, just as we shouldn’t pick causes to
support through a process of uncritically
importing the values and assumptions
of “effective altruists” wholesale, we
also shouldn’t let our hearts resolutely
set our agenda without outside input. Biases and prejudices lurk in our
hearts despite our best intentions. As
Yale psychology professor Paul Bloom
has shown in his book Against Empathy,
emotional passion often makes us narrow our concerns to the people most
like us. “Intellectually,” writes Bloom,
“a white American might believe that a
black person matters just as much as a
white person, but he or she will typically find it a lot easier to empathize with
the plight of the latter than the former.
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In this regard, empathy distorts our
moral judgments.” And delegating causes to the heart leaves too much room
for selfishness; we might focus our giving in an effort to receive praise and be
recognized as a donor, or our generosity
might be motivated by an effort to borrow prestige from grantee institutions.
To complicate matters further, our century is obsessed with self-expression. We
educate children to “express their true
selves”; we support people to “be all
they can be” and to make their own
unique personal contributions. In this
context, philanthropy becomes a form
of self-expression and giving becomes
a way of achieving meaning and
self-realization. Philanthropy shifts to
a focus on the needs of the giver rather
than the needs of the recipient.
Judaism anticipated that challenge.
The Hebrew word for responsibility,
achrayut, comes from the word
acher, other. Philanthropy should
be a responsibility to others.
The genius of our tradition of tzedakah,
in all its rich complexity in Jewish texts
and history, is to provide a balance between the self’s needs (fulfilling religious
obligations, obtaining Divine forgiveness,
and developing character) and communal needs (actually helping people).
It also balances proactive logic (like all
Jewish law, tzedakah demands systematic
engagement) and reactive emotions
such as generosity of the heart (n’div lev)
and gratitude (hakarat hatov), which are
also discussed in texts about tzedakah.
Tzedakah also upholds both parts of the
dichotomy of universalism and particularism. Like effective altruism, tzedakah
demands that we care about those
farthest away and least like us. But, like
every parent, tzedakah also acknowledges
that some people have more claim
on us than others: “Aniyei ircha kodmin
— The poor in your city come first.”
(Talmud Bavli, Bava Metzia 71a)
Funders should give from both the heart
and the head. But that heart and head
should be serving something larger than
the individual body they’re attached to.
Our giving must be grounded in moral,
empathetic, and creative traditions that
hold us accountable to broader visions
and human communities. When rooted
in collective perspectives, our individual
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struggles between thoughts and feelings,
ego and gratitude, become smaller.
And while they don’t fade away, by
being shared with our communities they
become machlokot l’shem shamayim
— arguments for the sake of heaven.
Andrés Spokoiny is president and CEO of
Jewish Funders Network, which works
with Jewish funders, both individually and
collectively, to improve and maximize their
philanthropic impact. He previously served
as the CEO of Federation CJA in Montreal.
Originally from Argentina, Spokoiny has a
multidisciplinary academic background,
including business, education, and rabbinical
studies in institutions across the globe.

Get Real Talk: Generosity
and Nonprofit Start-Ups
Gamal J. Palmer
It was an unusually cold Thanksgiving
night in Philadelphia; in fact, it was
snowing. We had just finished dinner
— enough leftovers to feed a family for
a month — when my mom
interrupted the typical post-holiday
dinner routine of packing each leftover
item in its proper Tupperware container.
Spontaneously, she instructed us to grab
a bunch of Ziploc bags and some sheets
of aluminum foil and said, “We’re going to pack all this food up, put on coats
3

and gloves, and drive downtown to feed
people sleeping on the streets.” It was
already 8 p.m. and I was only 6 or 7 years
old, so this was a welcome adventure.
I can remember driving through the
snowy city streets. My mom was at the
wheel, and my three siblings and I were
in the back seat, ready at every red light
to hop out of the minivan and hand
people packaged food. I kept thinking,
“These people have no shelter, not only
on Thanksgiving, but on any night.”
One of the many reasons that night
remains so memorable is because it
was born and delivered 100 percent
out of my mother’s n’div lev, generosity of the heart. To this day I can see
my mother sitting at that dinner table,
looking peaceful and content. We were
by no means a wealthy family, but she
seemed to be observing the abundance
around her and wanted to share it.
******************************
For over 20 years — more than half
of my life — I have worked in the
nonprofit sector. I have worked in
Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and
throughout the United States.
******************************
There are about 1.5 million nonprofit
organizations registered in the United
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States. But here is a fundamental
challenge that most nonprofits face
eventually: Lay people, as well as
professionals, generally enter the
nonprofit world because they are
passionate about an organization’s
mission or they’re friends with the
founder or they want to be generous and
to give back to society. But, as the prominent Los Angeles-based philanthropist
Wendy Chang writes, “they typically
aren’t thinking in money terms.”
******************************
A few years ago, I launched Global Eye
Entrepreneurs, an initiative that aims to
provide male entrepreneurs of color
opportunities to develop the leadership
skills and resources to build thriving
businesses. Early on, I attracted a dedicated and active advisory committee
that contributed a great deal of time
and a wide swath of skill sets (planning
workshops, mentoring participants,
creating marketing materials, etc.).
******************************
In the beginning, I did not ask members
of the advisory committee to make a
financial contribution. They agreed to
sit on the committee because they
believed in me — even before the
organization had a mission statement.
In fact, initially, Global Eye was meant
to be a one-time workshop. However,
the workshop was highly successful, and
the participants asked for a 2.0 version.
We wanted to support this community
of male entrepreneurs of color, so we
continued to produce programming,
and an alumni network was formed. But
I realized that if Global Eye was going
to continue offering substantive programming, we had to grow financially.
We needed more than the board’s
initial generosity of time and wisdom.
As the leader of Global Eye, I waited a
long time to ask committee members to
personally contribute financially or help
build an infrastructure of financial sustainability. I felt grateful for the
generosity of time and wisdom that my
board members offered. But I also knew
that if we didn’t build a financially sustainable model, the years of growing the
start-up might be wasted. I like to think
of it this way: As children, we need different nutrients than we need as adults.
The same is true for nonprofits. As the
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organization grows, it evolves, and what
nonprofits need to survive will change
depending on their lifecycle stage.
Wisdom and generosity come in many
forms, and I learned to communicate
that all contributions were dear to the
organization. I needed a board comprised of people with valuable skill sets,
expertise, wisdom, and now financial
resources to ensure the nonprofit’s success. Finally, I realized I had to do what
I would coach any of my participants
to do: get past my own concerns and
fears and do what was best for the future of Global Eye — have conversations
about money with my board, including my friends and colleagues. One by
one, I called members of the committee
and told them that the advisory board
members had to also make a meaningful
financial gift to the organization.
Responses varied from awkward pauses
to asking about the size of the gift.
Overall, the board members understood
that the financial request augmented
their other contributions, providing
for a more sustainable organization.
And while several of my calls were
uncomfortable, making them grew my
confidence in Global Eye. And that’s
what happens when our actions correlate
with our commitments. In fact, this is
one of the most generous gifts we can
give to ourselves.

I felt grateful for the generosity of time
and wisdom that my board members
offered. But I also knew we needed to
build a financially sustainable model.

what a nonprofit was, I was wise enough
to notice that my mother’s act of n’div
lev was something to remember. Feeding
the homeless on that Thanksgiving
evening was the beginning of living
life with an open heart regardless of
my circumstances.
Gamal J. Palmer is senior vice president
of leadership development at the Jewish
Federation of Greater Los Angeles where
he oversees myriad leadership programs as
well as board and professional development.
Palmer has a masters’ degree in acting from
Yale Drama School, and leads workshops
around the country on diversity and inclusion.
He served as a 2014 Los Angeles Global
Justice Fellow, and in 2018, he was an
International Career Advancement (ICAP)
Fellow at the Aspen Institute. He is currently
a Schusterman Fellow. He appreciates the
inspiration and guidance Brickson Diamond,
Wendy Chang, Vic Gerami, and Rabbi Sarah
Bassin offered for this essay.

Cultivating a ‘Heart of Flesh’
Jordan Bendat-Appell
The key question related to generosity
is not whether we should be generous
or if generosity is a worthwhile virtue
to practice. The question, and challenge,
is how to be generous when we don’t
feel like it.
When I feel vulnerable and defensive,
I become aware of internal rumblings
and a hardening of my heart. When my
heart hardens, I feel both an emotional
and muscular constriction. My hands
clench, and the muscles in my shoulders
tighten. In such moments, I rarely
feel generous.

As the head of the organization, I try
to help people figure out how they can
best serve the mission of the organization and contribute their generosity
and wisdom. As well, I work to cultivate board members who are diverse,
who bring a robust diversity of experiences, and who feel comfortable and are
encouraged to speak their truths. All of
this is essential to cultivating a spirit of
generosity and long-term sustainability.

Finding within myself a spirit of generosity in this state is very challenging.
I’m unable to retrieve what I know
is my generous self; I’m unable to
extend a generosity of spirit, heart,
time, or money. When I am in such
a state, my capacity to respond generously in any way is hampered. When
my heart is closed, my hand (as the
Torah teaches in Deuteronomy 15.7)
will be closed as well.

My first memorable experience of giving
from the heart because I wanted
to make the world better was the night
I gave food to the homeless with my
family. While I was too young to know

And yet, we know what God wants from
us: to be generous and openhearted. We
are told, “If, however, there is a needy
person among you, one of your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the
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land that YHVH your God is giving you,
do not harden your heart and shut your
hand against your needy kinsman.”
Jewish mindfulness practice is an
approach of working intentionally to
bring the qualities of honesty (emet) and
loving-kindness (chesed) to bear on one’s
moment-by-moment experience. This
approach offers a way of addressing the
challenges of our lived experiences, including what it feels like when we don’t
feel generous. Mindful- ness can help
us respond directly to the emotional veneer of defensiveness and hardening
and replace that veneer with a posture
of openness and generosity. For example, over the years, I’ve taught myself
to be more aware and sensitive to what
is rising up within me. I’ve learned to
notice how some perceived annoyance manifests in my actions. With
that awareness, and the knowledge that
my hardened heart is out of alignment
with the values that I hope animate
my life, and with patience and practice, I can actively soften my stance.
When I yearn for that more generous position, I find the prophet Ezekiel
offering a helpful teaching: “And I
will give you a new heart and put a
new spirit into you: I will remove the
heart of stone from your body and
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give you a heart of flesh.” (36:26)
A heart of stone is a cold and unempathetic heart that cannot emotionally
respond to one’s fellow. A heart of stone
is not capable of generosity; it is akin to
the hardened heart of the Pharaoh who
would not let the Israelites leave Egypt.
The opposite state is “lev basar,” a “heart
of flesh.” This is a heart that responds
to suffering, that feels and bleeds. A
heart of flesh can give generously.

Through mindfulness — selfawareness and working with breath
and intention — we are able to
transform the feeling of a heart of
stone into a “heart of flesh.”
Here is the crux: It is not enough to
want to have a heart of flesh or to
aspire to be generous. We cannot simply
think our way to generosity. Because
the blockages to generosity are, to a
significant extent, in the body — a
tightening, a hardening of the heart,
a heart of stone — no amount of sophisticated, rational, or persistent thinking
will convince the body to be generous.
We might force ourselves to give, but
we will do so grudgingly without a
sense of generosity.
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Jewish sensibilities are ideas, values,
and behaviors that provide inspiration
and guidance to respond creatively and
thoughtfully to life’s challenges and
opportunities. Sensibilities are culturally
informed senses. This month, Sh’ma Now
explores the Jewish sensibility of n’div lev,
what it means to have and live with
a generous heart.
Consider & Converse: “n’div lev” is a guide
that walks you through this issue, inspires
reflections, prompts questions, and
provides ways to connect this reading with
other meaningful experiences. It is found
online at forward.com/shma-now.

A mindfulness practice shows us how to
work with our bodies directly to change
our experiences. We don’t think: “Be
generous!” or “Here are the reasons I
should be generous right now.” Rather,
with the skills we build through
mindfulness — self-awareness and
working with breath and intention
— we are able to actively relax and
soften the tissues in our body and
then transform the feeling of a heart
of stone into a “heart of flesh.”
When I am feeling ungenerous, I try to
pay attention to my body’s constrictions.
Then I take a deep breath and intentionally try to soften the hardness in my
body. I begin to feel more secure and
less threatened. Then, with my defenses
disarmed, I am naturally more able to
come into generosity. The embodied
breath helps me to move from a lev
ha‘even/heart of stone, into a lev basar/
heart of flesh. N’divut ha’lev/generosity
depends on this softened, human heart.
Rabbi Jordan Bendat-Appell is the director
of Camp Ramah in Canada. Previously, he
was a teacher of Jewish mindfulness and the
program director of the Jewish mindfulness
meditation teacher training program of the
Institute for Jewish Spirituality. He was a
recipient of the 2014 Covenant Foundation
Pomegranate Prize.
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On this page, our three commentators examine a verse from the Book of Exodus following the incident of the Golden
Calf. The Israelites were asked to give generously to the construction of the Mishkan, the desert sanctuary — giving
gifts “as their hearts moved them.” The three commentaries explore issues around generosity and synagogue dues.
Our online version is interactive, and we welcome your comments. —S.B.

Ruhi Sophia Motzkin Rubenstein:

Dan Judson:

To some
degree, I agree with Rabbi Dan Judson about the voluntary contribution model for synagogue giving, which is
the model the synagogue that I serve recently adopted.
Within our new model, however, everyone is expected to
give some monetary amount, no matter how
small. That expectation is also reflected in
Rabbi Leo Franklin, a leading Reform rabbi at
our texts. For example, though Exodus 35:5
Detroit’s Temple Beth El, argued, “In God’s
invites voluntary contributions for building
house all must be equal; there must be no
the Mishkan (desert sanctuary), there are also
aristocracy and no snobocracy.” Franklin
many obligatory expectations to contribute
wanted to introduce what today would be
to the ongoing sustainability of the Mishkan
called a “sliding scale” dues system, with
— the half-shekel tax (Exodus 30:13), tithing
each member paying a percentage of their
a percentage of one’s earnings (Leviticus 27,
income. But Rabbi Stephen Wise argued
Deuteronomy 18, Numbers 18 — variations
that we needed to get rid of all obligatory
“…everyone whose heart so moves
abound!), and bringing one’s first fruits to
modes of payment for membership — giving
the Temple (Deuteronomy 26). While a onethem
shall
bring
gifts
for
the
should be completely voluntarily. In 1905,
time project might excite us enough to give
he founded the Free Synagogue in New York
LORD: gold, silver, and copper.”
all that is needed, the maintenance of our
City on the premise that giving according
institutions will require ongoing giving that
to one’s heart, without any obligation, was
– Exodus 35:5
may not correspond to how moved we are
the ideal system and was emblematic of the
by day-to-day operational needs.
spiritual freedom that Wise intended his synagogue to foster.
There is a difference between the Jewish
It took 100-plus years, but it seems that Wise’s ideas, embodied in our biblical verse, have finally come
notion of tzedakah, whose root in tzedek sugto fruition. At last count, over 70 synagogues are now using a free synagogue model, where members
gests that justice demands that we give, and
inform the synagogue what they can afford. A recent survey of all the synagogues that have switched
the Latin-derived word “charity,” whose root
to a voluntary dues system showed that the vast majority of those synagogues had more revenue after
in “caring” suggests that giving be motivated
they switched than before.* Top among the reasons for this finding is that this system attracts and
by our hearts. Like Rabbi Judson, I suggest
retains members because it alleviates conversations associating money with membership. If congregawe encourage voluntary giving while also
tions focus on engagement, financial transparency, and providing meaningful community, removing
engaging in robust — and perhaps difficult
dues actually makes for more members and more resources.
— conversations about how we sustain our
institutions through embracing the concept
Rabbi Dan Judson, PhD, is the dean of the Hebrew College Rabbinical School and the author of Pennies for
of obligation.
In the early 20th century, there was a
good deal of discussion about synagogue finances and what
system should be used as the ideal way to fund a synagogue.
A number of rabbis argued passionately to discontinue
the system whereby members purchased seats, the better
seats being bought by wealthier members.

כֹל נְ ִד יב לִ ּבֹו יְ ִב ֶיא ָה ֵאת
רּומת יְ הוָ ה זָ ָהב וָ כֶ ֶסף
ַ ְת
ּונְ ֽ ֹח ֶשת

Heaven: The History of American Synagogues and Money (Brandeis University Press, 2018), which was a finalist
for the National Jewish Book Award.
*I conducted the survey under the auspices of the UJA-NY Jewish Federation in 2017.

David Goldman:

As the executive director of Congregation Emanu-El, a 2,200member synagogue in San Francisco, I hear my share of negative comments about
mandatory dues. Funding a synagogue like a gym feels so tawdry! Why can’t people just
give from the “heart”? Emanu-El experimented with voluntary dues in the early 2000s.
While membership rose 20 percent in less than four years, income from dues rose less
than 15 percent. Members neglected to adjust their dues rates for inflation, and new members, whose
initial dues were set at a reduced premium, also failed to make appropriate increases. After several
attempts to increase voluntary dues — reminding the community of the true cost of membership — in
2009, we decided to reintroduce mandatory dues. And, even though we were in a recession, membership stabilized after an initial drop, and revenue from dues rose by 20 percent in the first four years.
We do not conclude, from this experiment, that voluntary dues cannot support a synagogue. The
failing was partially ours; we did not sufficiently inspire our members’ hearts. We learned that remaining financially viable with a system of voluntary dues would have required constant efforts to raise
funds or implementing other sorts of fees that would have felt equally tawdry. My reflection is not a
defense of mandatory dues. But we recognized that this was the system that worked as we navigated
the thorny questions of synagogue sustainability. Finding another self-sustaining model that wins
enough hearts will take much effort and creativity.
David Goldman is executive director at Congregation Emanu-El in San Francisco. He is helping build a
synagogue run on 21st-century management principles. Previously, he was the managing attorney of the
Littler Learning Group, the division of Littler Mendelson devoted to meeting clients’ employment law
ompliance and training needs.
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Rabbi Ruhi Sophia Motzkin Rubenstein
is a 2015 graduate of the Reconstructionist
Rabbinical College and rabbi of Temple Beth
Israel: Center for Jewish Life in Eugene, Oregon.

“In God’s house all must
be equal; there must
be no aristocracy and
no snobocracy.”
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Consider
& Converse
A Guide to “n’div lev/
generosity of the heart”

Introduction
Sh’ma Now curates conversations on a single theme rooted in Jewish tradition
and the contemporary moment. At the core of this issue of Sh’ma Now is the
Jewish sensibility of “n’div lev/generosity of the heart. As I considered
the issue as a whole, and as I was soliciting essays for it, I was drawn to the
notion that generosity can take so many different forms. I was curious about
why the Torah — in describing how the Israelites were to bring gifts to build
the desert sanctuary, the mishkan — uses the words “whose heart so moves
him ...” n’div libo (Exodus 35:5). As Rabbi Dorothy Richman writes in her
introductory essay, it “requires two words to conjure open-hearted giving —
literally bringing the body into the equation. N’div comes from the root for
volition. Aaron’s son Nadav, known for flinging himself into a strange fire,
highlights the sense of this term as an emphatic leaping willingness. The
second word, lev, means heart.” The essays in this issue explore generosity as
a form of philanthropy and tzedakah, as a personal gesture of lay leadership,
and as a posture of mindfulness practice. Our simulated Talmud page,
NiSh’ma, addresses the question of generosity and synagogue dues.
Sh’ma Now has nnever viewed learning or “meaning-making” as solely an
individual activity. That’s why we have included this guide, which is
specifically designed to help you to consider the idea of going forth in your
discovery of ideas and questions independently or with others, formally
and informally.

How to Begin
This guide offers a variety of suggestions, including activities and prompts for
individual contemplation and informal or structured conversations. We suggest that you use this guide to share reflections and thoughts over a Shabbat
meal, or, for those who are more adventurous, to lead a planned, structured
conversation, inviting a small group of friends and family to your home or to
a coffee shop. If you would like more information about ways in which this
journal can be used, please contact Susan Berrin, Sh’ma Now editor-in-chief,
at SBerrin@shma.com. You can also print out a PDF file of the entire issue at
http://forward.com/shma-now/.

Guidelines for Discussion
If you wish to hold a structured conversation, the following guidelines
may help you to create a space that allows for honest personal exploration
through sharing:
•C
 reate a sense of shared purpose that can foster the kind of internal
reflection that happens through group conversation.
• Remind participants of simple ground rules for conversations. For example:
Avoid commenting on and critiquing each other’s comments. Make
room for everyone to speak. Step into or away from the conversation
appropriately. No one participant should dominate the conversation. Let
silence sit, allowing participants to gather their thoughts.
• For each of the questions below, we recommend that you print out the
article in question, or provide the link to it, and we ask that you take a
moment to read it in print or on screen, before the conversation begins.
• Allow people a few minutes to absorb the article, perhaps even to read it a
second time, before moving into the discussion.
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Interpretive Questions
can focus the reader on the ideas in the articles.
•A
 ndrés Spokoiny, [page 2] president and CEO of Jewish Funders Network,
writes about the different motivations for philanthropy. Some people “give
charity for many and overlapping reasons: tax advantages; social pressure
(my friend asked me); ego (I want my name on a building); enlightened selfinterest (I know a society that helps the powerless will be more prosperous
and stable than a purely greedy society); admiration for particular leaders
or institutions; outrage at injustice; empathy for people suffering; passion
for culture; religious conviction; gratitude and a desire to give back; or
countless other variations.” He writes about effective altruism, which
looks at problems that can be solved by philanthropy as well as strategic
philanthropy, where philanthropists support causes close to their hearts,
finding strategic and effective ways to address the particular issues. Andrés
writes that the “genius of our tradition of tzedakah, in all its rich complexity
in Jewish texts and history, is to provide a balance between the self’s
needs (fulfilling religious obligations, obtaining Divine forgiveness, and
developing character) and communal needs (actually helping people). It also
balances proactive logic (like all Jewish law, tzedakah demands systematic
engagement) and reactive emotions such as generosity of the heart (n’div
lev) and gratitude (hakarat hatov), which are also discussed in texts about
tzedakah.” How do you understand the differences between “effective
altruism” and “strategic philanthropy”? Should philanthropy be based on
verifiable need and measuring success? How does the tug of one’s heart
impact the direction of philanthropy?
• In NiSh’ma, [page 6] our simulated Talmud page, three commentators
examine a verse from the Book of Exodus (35:5) that describes how the
Israelites brought gifts for the building of the desert sanctuary, the mishkan:
“everyone whose heart so moves him shall bring gifts for the LORD: gold,
silver, and copper.” Rabbi Dan Judson, author of Pennies for Heaven: The
History of American Synagogues and Money, uses the verse to tap into the
question of synagogue support—whether dues should be mandatory or
voluntary. Rabbi Ruhi Sophia Motzkin Rubenstein shares her synagogue’s
story of establishing a model of giving some amount based on one’s own
calculations, and David Goldman, an executive director of a large urban
synagogue, shares his experiences where voluntary dues failed to establish a
sustainable model for this synagogue. How do you weigh in on this debate
— for a synagogue or any communal structure: Should dues be set by an
organization or should they be determined by the individual as a voluntary
contribution? What Jewish values animate your choices? On what Jewish
values and principles, do you contribute to Jewish charities and nonprofit
endeavors?
• Gamal J. Palmer, [page 3] a senior vice president of leadership development
at the Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles and founder and CEO of
Global Eye Entrepreneurs, writes about the trajectory of nonprofit board
development. In building a board for Global Eye, he sought out people who
could contribute wisdom, time, and eventually financial resources. He writes
that “generosity comes in many forms, and I learned to communicate that
all contributions were dear to the organization. I needed a board comprised
of people with valuable skill sets, expertise, wisdom, and now financial
resources to ensure the nonprofit’s success.” As a nonprofit develops,
what types of people — and gifts — are needed to serve and guide the
organization toward growth? How does a nonprofit leader welcome the
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array of gifts from board members and also cultivate members who can give
significantly to the financial stability of an organization? How does that
nonprofit head ensure that board members feel that gifts of wisdom and
time are also valuable? What ways do recruitment efforts serve to elevate a
nonprofit mission and values?

Reflective Questions
can help one to integrate the ideas in these articles with one’s own
sense of self.
•R
 abbi Dorothy Richman, [page 1] opens the issue with an exploration of
textual sources and stories about generosity. She shares a teaching from the
19th-century commentator Rabbi Moshe Sofer, who is known as the Hatam
Sofer after his best-known work: “one who doesn’t give with a full heart, it
is as if they didn’t give anything, because everything is already the Blessed
One’s.” Dorothy goes on to write “No matter what we are giving materially,
we are really giving our hearts — our desire to contribute, to serve, to share
from the gifts we have received.” Do you consider yourself a generous
person? In what ways is your generosity manifest? What memories of your
family’s generosity animate your own choices?
•R
 abbi Jordan Bendat-Appell, [page 4] brings the practice of Jewish
mindfulness to bear on our personal sense of generosity — especially when
we are not feeling generous. Mindfulness “is an approach of working
intentionally and bringing the qualities of honesty (emet) and lovingkindness
(chesed) to bear on one’s moment-by-moment experience.” Jordan shares
a teaching from the prophet Ezekiel: “And I will give you a new heart and
put a new spirit into you: I will remove the heart of stone from your body
and give you a heart of flesh.” (36:26) He goes on to write, “A heart of
stone is a cold and unempathetic heart that cannot emotionally respond to
one’s fellow; a heart of stone is not capable of generosity. It is akin to the
hardened heart of Pharaoh who would not let the Israelites leave Egypt.”
Jordan goes on to teach that we can change a heart of stone to a softer
“heart of flesh,” “lev basar.” He writes, “with the skills we build through
mindfulness — self-awareness, breath, and intention — we are able to
actively relax and soften the tissues in our body, and then transform the
feeling of a heart of stone into a heart of flesh.” Have you experienced
turning your hardened heart into a more receptive heart? How have you
done that and under what circumstances? Softening one’s heart — opening
to experiences that we haven’t been receptive to in the past — can be
exhilarating and also frightening. Do you have a mindfulness practice that
helps you in moments of ambiguity and fear?
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